DESCRIPTION: Bestselling author John Bevere delivers compelling principles on how to live with hope and assurance that will carry you through to eternity. Most people would be left destitute if they planned their retirement as carelessly as they’ve prepared for eternity. Drawing on the principles in 2 Corinthians 5:9-11, John Bevere reminds us that all believers will stand before God and receive what they have earned in life. In building their lives to be ready for that day, and maintaining an eternal frame of reference, readers will develop significant lives. In keeping sight of the goal, readers will learn to labor for rewards that endure—for timeless eternity.

Features:
* ISBN13: 9780446578660
Personal Review: Driven by Eternity: Making Your Life Count Today & Forever by John Bevere
This book put things in perspective for me. Our lives are but a vapor! How we choose to live our lives down here in this moment of time, will determine how we will spend eternity! This book gave me such a burden for the lost. I am encouraging all my friends and family to read this. In fact it has inspired a small group of women to meet regularly to focus on being eternally minded. It is all too easy to get caught up in everyday life that we can easily drift from our true purpose, to further the Kingdom of God.
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